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Mindful and Intuitive Eating: The Dieting Alternative  

What is Mindfulness?  

Being mindful means being aware of yourself and your 

surroundings physically, emotionally, and mentally. It 

means paying attention to each changing moment. 

Mindful eating is the why, when, where, what, and how 

you eat. This means being aware of both the physical and 

emotional feelings connected to eating.  

So what to do? 

• Observe your body. Notice hunger and fullness signals 

that trigger you to start and stop eating.  

• Do not judge yourself or your reaction to food.  

• Notice your reaction to food. What do you like or not 

like about it?  

• Savor your food while you are eating. Notice all of the 

colors, the smells, the flavors, and the textures of the food 

you are eating.  

We’ve lost the war on obesity. Fighting fat hasn’t made the fat go away. 

And being thinner, even if we knew how to successfully accomplish it,  

will not necessarily make us healthier or happier.  

The war on obesity has taken its toll. 

Extensive “collateral damage” has resulted: Food and body preoccupation, 

self-hatred, eating disorders, discrimination, poor health, etc. Few of us are 

at peace with our bodies, whether because we’re fat or because we fear  

becoming fat. 

Health at Every Size is the new peace movement. 

It supports people of all sizes in addressing health directly by adopting 

healthy behaviors. It is an inclusive movement, recognizing that our social 

characteristics, such as our size, race, national origin, sexuality, gender, 

disability status, and other attributes, are assets, and acknowledges and 

challenges the structural and systemic forces that impinge on living well. 

*An edited excerpt from Health at Every Size: The Surprising Truth About 

Your Weight by Linda Bacon, PhD. 

http://www.lindabacon.org/haesbook/
http://www.lindabacon.org/haesbook/


Why we may eat Mindlessly? 

 Our emotions may trigger a desire to eat when we are bored or are stress out.  

It is a coping mechanism for negative emotions. Comfort foods are often the target  

such as pizza, candy, ice cream, and cake! 

 Remember as a kid we learned to “Clean our plate.” This is a visual cue to stop eating. 

 We may not be hungry but when offered donuts tied to a coffee break—we eat to be social. 

 You smell popcorn or something cooking and that makes you hungry. The sound of the dinner bell 

calls us in to eat, not our hunger cues. The portions we may be served are too large but we eat all of it. 

 When we get a large drink or container of food we tend to eat it all.  

What to do to eat Mindfully? 

 SLOW Down! 20 minutes is how long it takes for your brain to realize you are full from eating. 

 Take at least 20  minutes to eat your meal. 

 To slow down, eat with the fork in your other hand. Try chop sticks. Put your fork down between 

bites. Take small bites and chew your food well. 

 Pay attention to the food when you are eating. Don’t 

watch television or deal with your cell phone. 

 Eat silently for five minutes—it is a time to think 

about how that food got to the plate—from the farm 

to the grocer, to the cook. 

 Don’t go more than 3-4 hours without eating but 

don’t wait until you are starving to eat something. 

Be careful about the between meal snack choices. 

 Don’t eat food directly out of the package—like a 

big bag of chips. Divide some foods into smaller 

portions and use small plates to minimize portions. 

 Plan to take a doggy bag for part of the large meal 

served at the diner or restaurant. 

 Serve foods plated in the kitchen rather than serving 

family style which can encourage seconds. 

 Too many choices at a party or buffet. Check out what is there and be 

selective of what you pick and don’t plan to go back for more. 

Intuitive eating is a philosophy of eating that makes you the 

expert of your body and its hunger signals. It is not counting 

calories. It does not impose guidelines about what to avoid and 

what or when to eat. Instead, it teaches that you are the best 

person — the only person — to make those choices.  

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/quick-guide-intuitive-eating 

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/quick-guide-intuitive-eating


1. Reject the Diet Mentality:  Throw out the diet books that offer  you false hope of losing weight 

quickly, easily, and permanently. 

 

2. Honor Your Hunger:  Keep your  body biologically fed with enough energy and carbohydrates. 

When you are starving, there is little moderation in eating. Learning to pay attention to “hunger” and 

“fullness” sets the stage for re-building trust with yourself and food. 

 

3. Make Peace with Food:  Give yourself permission to eat. Don’t tell yourself that you cannot have a 

particular food. This can lead to feeling deprived which can lead to uncontrollable cravings. When you  

finally “give-in” to your forbidden food, it often results in overeating and guilt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Discover the Satisfaction Factor:  We often over look one of the most basic gifts of our  existence:  

the pleasure and satisfaction in our eating experience. When you eat what you really want and in an inviting 

place, the pleasure you experience can help you feel satisfied and content. And this experience may help 

you feel that that it takes much less food to decide you have had “enough”. 

 

7. Honor Your Feelings Without Using Food:  Find ways to comfor t, nur ture, distract, and resolve 

your issues without using food. Anxiety, loneliness, boredom, and anger are emotions we all experience. 

Each has its own trigger and a way to resolve it. 

 

8. Respect Your Body:  Accept your  genetic bluepr int. Just as a person with a shoe size of eight would 

not squeeze into a size six, it may be unrealistic to have the same expectation with body size. Respect your 

body, so you can feel better about who you are. It is hard to reject the diet mentality if you are unrealistic 

and overly critical about your own body shape. 

 

9. Exercise—Feel the Difference:  Get active and shift your  focus to how it feels to move your  body 

rather than the calories burned. Remember the benefits of regular exercise - reduced stressed, more energy, 

better sleep, better heart health, etc.   

 

10. Honor Your Health:  Make food choices that promote your  

health and taste good. You do not have to eat a perfect diet to be 

healthy. It is what you eat consistently over time that matters,  

progress not perfection is what counts. 

4. Challenge the Food Police:  Say “NO” to thoughts in your 

head that declare you are “good” for eating less calories or “bad” 

because you ate a piece of cake.  

 

5. Respect Your Fullness:  Listen for  the body signals that 

tell you that you are no longer hungry. Observe the signs that 

show that you are comfortably full. Pause in the middle of a meal 

or food and ask yourself how the food tastes, and what is your 

current fullness level?  Remember Mindfulness? 



Consumer-centered access for  
long-term care information, 
referrals and assessments.   

For  information,  
call 382-8481, #9, ext.304 
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Do you have a questions or concerns about what to eat?   

If you are participating in services offered by Schenectady 

County’s Senior and Long Term Care services, you are  

eligible to have a free consultation with a Registered Dietitian.  

Call Cornell Cooperative Extension, Schenectady County at 

518-372-1622, ext. 269.  Leave a message, if necessary, for 

dietitian to call you back. 

Check out our website for nutrition resources:  

http://cceschenectady.org/nutrition-for-seniors 

 

 

 Resources: 

www.healthline.com/nutrition/quick-guide-intuitive-eating  www.move.va.gov 

www.heartofrelaxation.com                www.intuitiveeating.org/  

 Mindful Eating Exercise 

 Choose an orange or a piece of your favorite fruit. 

 Do only this exercise, no distractions. 

 Take a few deep breaths and relax the body. 

 Take a moment to appreciate where this fruit 

came from; look carefully at its color, texture, and 

shape. 

 Notice the wonderful smell as you begin to peel 

or cut it. 

 As if for the first time, see how the orange is 

formed into sections; and then gently break it 

apart. 

 Eat one section at a time, very slowly, as if you 

had never tasted this fruit before. 

 How do you chew? On one side of your mouth, 

the other, or both? How many times do you chew 

before swallowing? Slow down if you start to  

hurry. 

 When you notice any distraction from being with 

your experience of eating, stop with your mouth 

empty, take some deep breaths, and when  

focused, continue. 


